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1. Introduction 
Consider the following depth-first-search program for computing the predicate 
"there is a path from node x to node y" in a finite out-regular binary graph: 
funct ispath = (node x, node y) bool: 
I-(var set n, vat sequence s):= (emptyset, append(emptysequence, x)); 
while -a isempty(s) 
do node v = top(s); 
if contains(n, v) 
then s := rest ( s ) 
else (n, s):= (add(n, v), 
append(append(rest(s), left(v)), right(v))) 
fi 
od; 
contains(n, y) _1 
Besides the two functions left and right which represent the given graph, this program 
uses elements J~rom the following two abstract data types: 
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type SET = set, emptyset, add, contains: 
based on BOOL, NODE, 
sort set, 
funct set emptyset, 
funct (set, node) set add, 
funct (set, node) bool contains, 
contains(emptyset, x) = false, 
contains(add(s, x), y) = eq(x, y) or contains(s, y) 
end of type 
type SEQUENCE = sequence, mptysequence, isempty, append, top, rest: 
based on BOOL, NODE, 
sort sequence, 
funct sequence mptysequence, 
funct (sequence) bool isempty, 
funct (sequence, node) sequence append, 
funct (sequence) node top, 
funct (sequence) sequence rest, 
isempty (emptysequence) = true, 
isempty (append (q, x)) = false, 
top(append(q, x) ) = x, 
rest(append(q, x )) = q, 
def top(q) ~ isempty(q)=false, 
def rest(q) ~ isempty(q) = false 
end of type 
We assume that the types BOOL and NODE are 'primitive', where NODE is also 
supposed to 'encode' the given graph via the functions left and right. 
The program ispath uses 'abstract objects' specified by the types above and 
therefore is an abstract program. Since these objects are in general not available in 
today's programming languages or machines, we have to replace them by concrete 
ones, viz. by defining them in terms of objects which are already realized in our 
programming environment. 
This transition from abstract to concrete objects need not be viewed as a separate 
kind of activity, but can be performed smoothly within the framework of abstract 
types: The available programming environment can again be specified by suitable 
abstract types such that the environment is a model of these types. The implementa- 
tions of types in the 'abstract programs' are expressible in terms of other types. This 
can be done in a stepwise process that ends when only those types are left which 
are available in the existing programming environment. 
Central for implementations is, of course, the issue of correctness. This means 
that an (abstract) program must retain its behaviour when its underlying type is 
replaced by an implementation f that type. So our task may be formulated in purely 
algebraic terms as follows: 
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Given an abstract ype E--the target environmentmand an abstract ype T 
together with an abstract program p over T, we have to find an implementation T ÷ 
of T over E such that 
(i) T ÷ is specified in terms of the environment E and 
(ii) the program p remains unchanged, i.e. has the same input/output behaviour, 
when the operations of T are replaced by the corresponding ones of T ÷. 
The derivation process of such an implementation usually follows the general 
pattern 'ENRICH-FORGET-IDENTIFY', i.e., one starts by adding new operations to E 
(matching those of T) and then eliminates those operations that have become 
superfluous. Since in general every object of the original structure is represented by 
a whole class of objects of the implementing structure, the last step of the process 
requires finding a corresponding congruence relation for T ÷. 
It is the purpose of this paper to make the notions of implementations and their 
correctness more precise, and to elucidate the design steps ENRICH, FORGET, 
IDENTIFY. In fact, we will define a series of more and more liberal relations between 
types, each of which gives rise to correct implementations. These relations form a 
hierarchy; that is, 
T ÷ is an axiomatic enrichment of T 
implies 
T + is an operative nrichment of T 
implies 
T ÷ is an enrichment of T 
implies 
T + is a strong representant of T and T + is an extension of T; 
each of these implies 
T ÷ is an algebraic implementation f T. 
Our approach to abstract ypes is characterized by the following particularities: 
(1) We consider partial heterogeneous algebras rather than total ones; 
(2) We consider hierarchies of abstract types; 
(3) We consider the whole class of term-generated models of a type (rather than 
just initial or terminal models). 
Partial heterogeneous algebras are more powerful than total algebras with error 
elements, since partial functions with nonrecursive domains cannot be specified 
sufficiently completely in the framework of error algebras (cf. [3]). Furthermore, 
partial functions are more natural and easier to handle than an elaborate rror-system 
(cf. [9]). 
Hierarchic types (cf. [21]) are types the sorts, operations, and axioms of which 
are classified as being either primitive or nonprimitive. For instance, in the types 
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SET and SEQUENCE the elements of the types BOOL and NODE are distinguished as 
primitive. These classifications allow us to talk precisely about notions like 'sufficient 
completeness' (cf. [12]) or 'hierarchy-consistency' ( f. [21]). Such criteria are of 
high importance for a clean modularization, since they guarantee the independence 
of the implementations of the different layers of a type hierarchy. 
Working with the whole class Gen(T) of all term-generated models (cf. [2]) of a 
type rather than restricting oneself to distinguished algebras increases the flexibility 
of the specification method. Furthermore, we can develop a more liberal notion of 
implementation: it suffices to implement an arbitrary model of T, which may be 
easier than implementing precisely the initial or terminal one. 
2. Basic definitions 
The first part of this section defines the central notions of this paper. The second 
part contains ome more technical issues of the underlying algebraic theory. 
2.1. Abstract programs and correct implementations 
For reasons of simplicity we choose the small and well-known programming 
language of [13]. In order to make the idea of'input/output behaviour' more explicit, 
we embed every statement into a function. Therefore, abstract programs over a 
hierarchic type T are programs of the following simple form: 
funct p = (sl x~, . . . ,  s. x,)s: 
rdeclarat, ion list; statement list; expression~ 
where s~,.. . ,  s,, s are primitive sorts of the type T, declarations are declarations of 
local variables the sorts of which are specified in T, statements consist of assignments, 
conditional statements, and while-loops, and all expressions are built from the formal 
parameters, the local variables and the operations of T. Here, we assume a semantic 
model for our programming language or a fixed number of proof rules that allow 
formalizing the connection between a program and its input/output predicates for 
every fixed model of type T. One possibility for this is denotational semantics (cf. 
[17]), another one is the wp-calculus (cf. [6]). 
We very deliberately restrict ourselves here to functions with primitive objects as 
inputs and outputs, since we are only interested in the extensional (observable) 
behaviour of programs with respect o these primitive objects. 
Now the notion of 'output' just means the result of the call p(ab . . . ,  a,,), 
where the a~,. . . ,a ,  are 'input' values. According to the principles of 
Floyd/Hoare/Dijkstra semantics, input and output are described by a precondition 
I and a postcondition 0. These conditions are predicates, that is, boolean-valued 
terms, over the operations of the type T and the free variables x~,.. . ,  x,. (Using 
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the algebraic notions from Section 2.2 below, this means precisely that I~  
W(Z; x~, . . . ,  x,) and Oc  W(2~ u{p}; x~, . . . ,  x,).) Moreover, we require that I 
is total over T, i.e., that its interpretations are totally defined in all models of T. It 
should be noted that in general the evaluation of the predicates ! and O depends 
on the chosen model of the type T. (This is in contrast with [6] where one model 
is fixed.) Therefore we should only say that a program 'meets its input/output 
specification' if it does so independent of the choice of a particular model for T. 
An abstract program p is called 
- partially correct over T with respect o I and O, if T has a model and in all 
models of T the following holds: 
VS1 Xl  • • • ~Sn X . :  
I = true ~ (O = true v - ldefp(x~, . . . ,  x,)) 
strongly correct over T with respect to I and O, if T has a model and in all models 
of T the following holds: 
VSl  X l  • • • VSn  Xn: 
I =true ~ (O =true^defp(x~,. . . ,  x,)) 
This induces corresponding notions for implementations of types: Replacing a 
type by its implementation must not change the correctness of programs over this 
type. Thus we call a type T ÷ a partially/strongly correct implementation of the type 
T if for every abstract program p and for every pair of input and output conditions 
I and O, the program p is partially/strongly correct wrt. I and O over T ÷ if it is 
so over T. 
Note that this definition implies that the operations of T must also occur in T ÷ 
and assumes that both types have the same primitive type, and that T + has at least 
one model if T has. We always assume that bool is a primitive sort of type T. 
2.2. Basic algebraic notions 
In this section we very briefly list the algebraic notions needed later on. Most of 
these notions also can be found in classical textbooks on universal algebra (cf. [ 11 ]). 
A more detailed treatment of our approach to algebraic types may be found e.g. in 
[21] or [4]. The main characteristics of this approach are the use of partial algebras, 
the restriction to term-generated algebras, and the structuring of algebras into 
hierarchies. 
A partial heterogeneous ~-algebra (briefly called X-algebra) A consists of a family 
(sA)s~s of carrier sets s A and of a family (fA)I~F of partial functions; 2~ = (S, F) is 
called the signature of A, the elements of S are called sorts and the elements of 
F are called operation symbols. Each operation symbol fe  F has a functionality 
f :  sl x .  • • x sn ~ s (s,  s ~ S) such that fA:  s~ x . . .  x SAn-* S A is a partial function. 
As an example consider 'sets of nodes'. This can be described as an algebra with 
three carrier sets, namely boolean values, nodes, and finite sets of nodes. The 
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operations are the usual ones for bool, the functions left and right (from nodes to 
nodes), and finally the addition of a node to a set and the membership test. 
Let Z '= (S', F') such that S'_c S and F'c_ F. The Z'-reduct A' of a Z-algebra A 
is the Z'-algebra defined by s A'= s a for all s s S' and fA' =fA for all fe  F'. For 
example, the boolean values together with their operations form a reduct of the 
above algebra of 'sets of nodes'. 
A Z'-algebra A' is called a Z'-subalgebra of A if sa'c_ s A, fA'=faJa,, and if A' 
is closed under the operations in Z'. Note that Z'-subalgebras are subalgebras (in 
the classical sense) of Z'-reducts. A Z-algebra A is called term-generated if it does 
not have a proper Z-subalgebra. 
From the operation symbols themselves we obtain a particular total Z-algebra, 
the term algebra W(Z;  xh . . . ,  x,) of all Z-terms which can be generated using the 
(free) variables x~, . . . , x , .  For a term t without free variables, t A denotes its 
interpretation i  a particular E-algebra A. In a term-generated algebra every element 
a can be represented by a ground (i.e. variable-free) term t,, from W(Z) such that 
t a = a. To ease readability, we abbreviate for an abstract program or a pre/postcondi- 
tion F the expression (F ( ta ) )  a by F(a). 
The central tool for relating different algebras are homomorphisms, that is, struc- 
ture-preserving mappings from algebras to algebras. Since our algebras are many- 
sorted, we actually need families of mappings, and since we work with partial 
algebras, these mappings may also be partial ones. It then turns out that various 
notions of homomorphisms are possible, and that two of these variants are useful 
in our context. 
(1) A weak ~,-homomorphism ~:A-~ B from a E-algebra A to a E-algebra B is 
a family of partial functions (~s :s A-* s~)s~s uch that for all f :  sl ×" • • x s, ~ s in 
F and all ai ~ s A' (i = 1 , . . . ,  n), 
~s(fA(al,..., a , ) )=fB(~(a l ) , .  . . ,  ~.(a , ) )  
where = denotes the strong equality which means that both sides are defined and 
equal or both sides are undefined. Note that ~,( fa (a~, . . . ,a , ) )  and 
f f (~ , , (a l ) , . . . ,  ~s.(a,)) may both be undefined even i f fa (a l , . . . ,  a,) is defined. 
Therefore, a weak Z-homomorphism ay 'weaken the definedness'. However, if 
fB(~,~(aO, . . . ,  ~s.(a,)) is defined thenfa(a l , . . . ,  a,) must be defined as well; thus 
the operations in A must be at least as defined as those in B. 
(2) A weak Z-homomorphism • where all ~s : sa~ s n are total functions is called 
strong. 
To illustrate these notions, consider again our example of 'sets of nodes'. Suppose 
we add a further operation select that yields some element from the set. In one 
algebra A, this operation is undefined when applied to the empty set. In some other 
algebra B this application yields a distinguished ('error'-)element. Then these two 
algebras till are comparable through a weak homomorphism ~:B  ~ A. 
Weak homomorphisms play an important role in connection with term algebras: 
Every term-generated E-algebra is a weakly homomorphic mage of the term algebra 
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W(Z); that is, the interpretation of terms actually is a weak homomorphism. It is 
easily checked that the composition of two weak homomorphisms is again a weak 
homomorphism. Moreover, if A and B are term-generated Z-algebras and • : A--> B 
is a weak Z-homomorphism, then for every Z-ground-term t we have tib(t A) = t B. 
Finally, the strong homomorphisms are closest to the classical notion of 
homomorphism. In this case, both algebras involved behave alike with respect o 
the definedness of terms. 
An important property is that weak homomorphisms are compatible with pro- 
grams: 
Lemma 1. Consider a program p over a signature Z and a weak homomorphism 
dp : AI --> A2 between term-generated ,Y-algebras A~, A2. Then for any element u s s A~ 
for which p( O( u ) ) is defined we have O( p( u ) ) = p( O( u ) ); in particular, p( u ) is defined 
as well. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction over the form of the body of p. 
As examples we give the details for the assignment and the while-loop. 
(a) Assignment: Consider the program 
funct p = (sx)r: Fvar ry := w; yA. 
AI For us  s A~ there exists a term t,, with t~,= u; we have ~(p(u) )= ~(p(tu ) )= 
~(w[ t,,/x]AO = w[ t,,/x]~. On the other hand, ~(u ) = ~( A,tu )=t,,A2. Thus p(~(u))  = 
A 2 p(t,, )= w[tu/x] A~ as well. 
(b) Consider an innermost while-loop. According to [1] it can be reduced to the 
form 
funct p = (s x)r: 
Vvar r y := w; 
while c(y) do y :=f(y) od; 
y l 
Define the terms 
t i=f(  . .  . f (w[t Jx ] )  . . "). 
i 
Since p(~(u) )  terminates, there exists an n such that 
(1) Vi, l<~i<n:  c(ti)A~=true A~, 
(2) c(tn)A~=false A~, 
(3) p(~(u) )=t  A2. 
Since t/, is a weak homomorphism, we have t~= t/,(t~0, and thus (1)-(3) hold 
also if we replace A2 by A1. Therefore ~(p(u) )= ~(t  A~) = t~=p(Cb(u)). [] 
The validity of a ,Y-formula G in a ,Y-algebra A is denoted by A~ (3. The symbol 
'= '  is interpreted as strong equality so that we have in particular (for t, t 's  W(Z)): 
A ~ t = t' iff the interpretations t ,t and t 'A are  both undefined or are both 
defined and t A= t 'A. 
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Furthermore, we use a predicate def: 
A ~ deft iff the interpretation t A is defined. 
An abstract ype T = (f ,  E) consists of a signature f and a (countable) set E of 
axioms, i.e. of positive conditional formulas 
VSlXl , . . . ,SnXn:F1A' ' 'AFk ~ GiA'''AGm 
where the Fi and Gj are atomic formulas of the form deft or t~ = t2. A f-algebra 
A is called a term-generated model, short model, of T if A is term-generated and 
A ~ G for all axioms G of T. The semantics of T, i.e. the class of all term-generated 
models of T, is denoted by Gen(T). 
If a subtype P = (Z', E') with f '  c_ f and E' c_ E is designated as primitive, then 
T = (Z, E, P) is called a hierarchic type (cf. [21]). A model of a hierarchic type T 
must preserve the hierarchy, that is, the reduct of every model with respect o the 
primitive signature f '  must be a term-generated model of the primitive type P. 
Moreover, to rule out trivial models, we assume that T contains the type BOOL and 
that every model satisfies t rues false. Thus, a Z-algebra A is called a model of 
T(Z, E, P) i fA is a model of(Z, E), A~ true ~ false and its Z'-reduct is in Gen(P). 
The class of all models of a hierarchic type is also denoted by Gen (T). 
For example, the type SET from Section 1 is hierarchic, its primitive type is (the 
union of) BOOL and NODE. 
We say that a f-formula G is provable in T (denoted by T~-G), if G can be 
deduced from the axioms of T by using the first-order logical inference rules, 
structural induction ('term-induction'), and the rules for partial logic (cf. [20]). 
The requirement of hierarchy-preservation is a second-order principle and there- 
fore hard to cope with. However, there is a simple 'syntactic' ondition that guaran- 
tees hierarchy-preservation (a d is not overly restrictive, cf. [21]), namely (a gen- 
eralization of) Guttag's notion of sufficient completeness (cf. [ 12]): 
Let T = (,~, E, P) with P = ( f ' ,  E'). A term t ~ W(,~) is said to be of primitive sort 
if the range of its outermost operation symbol is in f ' ;  t is called primitive, if it 
consists of primitive operation symbols only (i.e. if t ~ W(Z')). Then T is called 
sufficiently complete wrt. P if for all terms t ~ W(Z) of primitive sort Tr-~def t or 
there exists a primitive term p with T~- t = p. 
One can view the nonprimitive objects in a model of T as 'black boxes' whose 
behaviour can be observed using 'output' operations leading into the primitive 
objects. Herein, it is assumed that the primitive objects are 'already fully understood', 
and that the nonprimitive objects are characterized by their values under (combina- 
tions of) the output operations ('queries'). Two nonprimitive objects are extensionally 
equivalent if they cannot be distinguished by such queries [3]. Note that the 
input/output-conditions of a program are also queries in this sense. The property 
of sufficient completeness guarantees that, even for types which allow non-isomor- 
phic models for their nonprimitive parts, at least the observable behaviour and thus 
the extensional equivalence of nonprimitive objects are completely fixed. 
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3. Implementation through enrichment 
In this section we consider a number of ways for achieving strongly correct 
implementations by simply adding sorts, operations or axioms• The effect of such 
a 'syntactic' enrichment, roughly speaking, is a restriction of the class of models, 
that is, a 'semantic' diminution. 
We consider two hierarchic types T = (~, E, P) and T +'-- (,~+, E +, P) which are 
based on the same primitive type P and have the signatures Z = (S, F)  and Z + = 
(S +, F+). Moreover, we assume that T + has a model, i.e. Gen(T +) ~ O. 
Definition 1. If Z+ = ~ and Gen(T +) c_ Gen(T), then T + is called an axiomatic 
enrichment of T. Note that we assume Gen(T+)~O. If Gen(T+)= Gen(T), then 
T + and T are called equivalent• 
T+t - E is a sufficient condition for T + being an axiomatic enrichment of T. 
Example. By requiring commutativity for the operation add of the type SET in 
type COMMSET: set, emptyset, add, contains: 
add(add(s, x), y) = add(add(s, y), x) 
end of type 
we obtain an axiomatic enrichment of SET. The enrichment is even proper, i.e. 
Gen(COMMSET) c Gen(SET): sequences of elements (with append implementing 
add) are excluded as a model for COMMSET. 
Definition 2. If Z _c Z+, i.e. if S c_ S ÷, F c_ F +, and Gen(T +) ~ 0, and if for every 
algebra A + in Gen(T +) the Z-reduct of A + is in Gen(T), then T + is called an 
enrichment of T (of. [5]). The enrichment is called persistent (of. [18]), if every 
algebra in Gen(T) is a Z-reduct of some algebra in Gen(T+). This means that every 
model of T can be extended to a model of T +. 
I f  T+~ - E and T + is sufficiently complete with respect to T, then T + is an 
enrichment of T. 
Example. We add two functions delete and deleteall to the type SET: 
type MULTISET = set, emptyset, add, contains, delete, deleteall: 
funct(set, node) set delete, deleteall, 
delete( emptyset, y ) = emptyset, 
delete(add(s, x ), y) = if eq( x, y) then s else add(delete(s, y ), x) fi, 
deleteall( s, x) = if contains(s, x) then deleteall( delete( s, x ), x) 
else s fi 
end of type 
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MULTISET is an enrichment of SET. The enrichment is not persistent, since we can 
now distinguish multiple occurrences of nodes in the objects of sort set. For example, 
the classical mathematical structure of finite sets (where every element occurs exactly 
once and where the order of addition does not play a role) is a model of type SET 
(a 'strongly terminal' model, cf. [21]). But this algebra is not a .,~SET-reduct of any 
model of the type MULTISET. 
All versions of enrichments given here meet he requirements for implementations: 
Proposition 1. (a) Every enrichment is a strongly correct implementation. 
(b) The enrichment relation is transitive. 
Proof. Let p be an abstract program over T, and let I /0  be an input/output 
specification. Let M + ~ Gen( T +) be a model of the enrichment T +. Then the Z-reduct 
M of M + is a model of T. Therefore, when the formula 
Vs x : I (x)  = true ~ O(x) = true A def p(x)  
holds in M, it holds also in M + (since it only contains ymbols from 2 u {p}). 
The transivity follows from the transitivity of set inclusion. [] 
As another example consider an implementation f the type SET in terms of the 
type SEQUENCE: We enrich the type SEQUENCE to a type SETOVerSEQUENCE by 
renaming sequence into set and adding the functions emptyset, add, and contains 
together with their specifications: 
emptyset =emptysequence, 
add(q, x) = append(q, x), 
contains(q, x) = if isempty( q) then false 
else eq( top( q ), x) or contains(rest(q), x) fi 
We note that the SET-reduct of every algebra from Gen(SETOVerSEQUENCE) gives a 
(strongly initial) algebra from Gen (SET). Hence, SETOVerSEQUENCE is an enrichment 
of SET. 
4. Forgetting operations 
In the process of constructing an implementation for a type T over some type 
T' the first step generally is an enrichment of the given type T' to a suitable type 
T +. Afterwards the type T + generally has more operations than the type T. Therefore 
some operations of T + are not needed for T, and one has to forget them, that is, 
to hide them. 
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Forgetting operations, however, has two effects: In the models of the poorer type 
T certain nonprimitive objects may no longer be distinguishable via operations that 
map them onto distinct primitive objects. Therefore we may consider them equivalent 
without running into inconsistencies and without changing the interpretations of
terms of primitive sort. Furthermore, certain objects may no longer be generable 
by the remaining operations. Altogether, this leads to identifications of certain 
objects and restrictions of the functions to subsets of the carder sets. 
Our first notion concerns the situation where several terms from one type T ÷ 
represent the same term from another type T. For example, there exist many 
sequences that represent the same set. More precisely, every term from T corresponds 
to a (~-)congruence lass of terms from T ÷. (Note that such congruence classes 
correspond to certain strong homomorphisms.) This forming of congruence classes 
usually goes along with an enrichment of the signature, therefore we immediately 
give the generalized efinition: 
Definition 3. If Gen(T +) #0, Z ___ .~+ and if for every algebra A + from Gen(T +) 
there exists a weak (resp. strong) Z-homomorphism from the Z-reduct A of A + to 
some algebra B from Gen(T), then T + is called a weak (resp. strong) representant 
of T. 
Note that enrichments are special cases of strong representants, where the identity 
mapping may be taken as the respective homomorphism. Asbefore, it is not necessary 
that every model of Gen(T) actually can be obtained from the algebras of Gen( T +) 
through reducts and congruences. Thus, here again we have a possible diminution 
of the class of models. 
Example. SETOVerSEQUE'NCE is not an enrichment of COMMSET, since the commuta- 
tivity of add does not hold in SETOVerSEQOENCE. However, there is an obvious 
congruence relation (wrt. the signature of SET) that identifies sequences that are 
permutations of each other. Thence, SETOVerSEQUENCE is a strong representant and 
provides a strongly correct implementation f COMMSET. 
The second situation, where we need only subsets of the carders of the models 
of one type to represent the elements of another type, motivates the following notion: 
Definition 4. If Gen(T+)#O, Z c_Z +, and if every algebra A + from Gen(T +) 
comprises a .~-subalgebra B from Gen(T), then T + is called an extension of the 
type T. 
As in the previous cases, the word 'extension' indicates that every algebra of T ÷ 
comprises an algebra from T. But the class of models of T that are contained in 
models in Gen(T +) may be smaller than the class Gen(T). Note that enrichments 
are special extensions, where B is not a proper subalgebra. Note also that the 
primitive reducts of A + and B coincide. 
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Example. Consider the type 
type SINGLES = set, emptyset, add, deletealt, contains: 
. . .  like SET... 
funct(set, node) set deleteall, 
deleteall( emptyset, x) = emptyset, 
deleteall( add ( s, x ), y) = 
if eq( x, y) then deleteall( s, y) else add ( deleteall( s, y ), x) fi, 
contains(s, x) = true ~ add(s, x) = s 
end of type 
and the type SINGLESOVerSEQUENCE (an enrichment of the type SEQUENCE). It is 
defined by renaming sequence into set and by setting 
emptyset = emptysequence, 
add(q, x) = if contains(q, x) then q else append(q, x) fi, 
contains(q, x) = if isempty(q) then false 
else eq( top( q), x) or contains(rest(q), x) fi, 
delete(q, x) = if isempty( q) then q 
else if eq( top( q), x) then rest(q) 
else append (delete ( rest ( q ), x ), 
first(q)) tiff, 
deleteall( q, x) = delete(q, x) 
The operation deleteall does not obey the laws of the type SINGLES unless we 
consider only sequences without multiple occurrences of elements. But it is just 
these sequences that are generated when we restrict ourselves to the operations 
emptyset, add, and deleteall. Therefore SINGLESOVerSEQUENCE is an extension of 
SEQUENCE and we have again a correct implementation. 
Note that an extension is not necessarily a representant, since for a E'-subalgebra 
B of a 2-algebra A generally there does not exist a weak Z'-homomorphism from 
Ato  B. 
Consider the example 
A = ({Z, B}, {zero, succ, pred, eq}), 
B = ({N, B}, {zero, succ, eq}). 
Of course, B is a Z'-subalgebra of A, but there does not exist a Z' -homomorphism 
• :A--> B. If  we assume such a ~, we obtain 
zero B = t~ ( zero A) = ~ ( succ (pred ( zero ) ) A) = succ R ( ~ ( pred ( zero ) A ) ) 
and therefore ~(pred(zero) A) has to be defined. But 
• (false A) = ~(eq(pred(zero),  succi(zero)) A) 
= eqB(@(pred(zero)A), succi(zero) B) = false ~ 
i.e. ~(pred(zero)  A) # suc&(zero) B for all i ~ N, which gives a contradiction. 
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Proposition 2. (a) Every weak (and thus every strong) representant as well as every 
extension provides a strongly correct implementation. 
(b) The representant and extension relations are transitive. 
Proof. (a) Let p be an abstract program that is strongly correct wrt. input and output 
specifications I and O over T. We have to show that p is strongly correct wrt. I 
and O over T + as well. Let M+c Gen(T +) be a model of T ÷. 
(i) Let T ÷ be a representant of T. We have to prove that for all models M 
Gen (T) 
Vsx: I (x )=true ~ O(x)=trueAflef p(x) 
holds in M + when it holds in M, where s is a primitive sort of T and T ÷. Let a ~ s M 
and assume M÷~I(a)=true.  Since there is a weak homomorphism • from M + 
to a model M ~ Gen(T), we have 
I (~(a) )  = ~( I (a ) )= ~(true M÷) =true M. 
By the strong correctness of p over T (wrt. I and O) we obtain that 
O(~(a)) = true A def p(~(a) )  
holds in M. Since qb is a weak homomorphism, we also have 
O(a ) = true 
in M + (otherwise O(a)=falsev-adefO(a) would lead to a contradiction to 
• (O(a))=~(true)). Moreover, by Lemma 1 we conclude defp(a)  from 
def p ( • (a)). Therefore 
Vs x : I (x )  =true ~ O(x) =trueAdefp(x) 
holds in M +. 
(ii) Let T + be an extension of T. T and T + are based on the same primitive type 
P. Hence, on the primitive sorts the model M + coincides with its Z-subalgebra M, 
formally 
M+I~ , = M[~,,. ( ,)  
As in (i), let a ~ s M+ with I(a)=true holding in M +. By the observation (,) we 
have a ~ s M and hence I(a)=true holds in M. By the strong correctness of p wrt. 
I and O over T we get 
O(a) = true ^  def p(a) 
in M and thus also in M +. This implies the strong correctness of p wrt. I and O 
over T +. 
(b) Since the composition of weak homomorphisms is again a weak homomorph- 
ism, the transitivity of the representant relation is obvious. Similarly, if Z ~ Z '~ Z", 
then for a Z"-algebra M" and its smallest Z'-subalgebra M' ,  the smallest Z- 
subalgebras of M" and M'  coincide. Hence the extension relation is transitive. [] 
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5. A general notion of implementation 
As already stated in the previous ection, both the notion of representant and the 
notion of extension generalize the notion of implementation into different directions. 
Now we will combine these two ideas in order to get a single, very general relation 
between types. 
Definition 5. If Gen( T +) ~ 0, 2 c_ ,~+, and if for every algebra A + from Gen(T +) 
with its term-generated ~-subalgebra A there exists a weak Z-homomorphism from 
A to an algebra B from Gen(T), then T + is called an algebraic implementation f T. 
This notion of algebraic implementation is similar to but more liberal than the ones 
in [7, 8, 10], since also noninitial and partial algebras are considered. 
Proposition 3. (a) Every algebraic implementation is strongly correct. 
(b) The algebraic implementation relation is transitive. 
Proof. (a) Let p , / ,  O and M ÷ be as in the proof of Proposition 2(a). We only have 
to combine the arguments of (i) and (ii) there: 
Let a s s M÷, where s is a primitive sort, and assume that I(a) = true holds in M +. 
If B is the algebra in Gen(T) into which a weak Z-homomorphism ~ from the 
smallest Z-subalgebra M of M + exists, then I(a)= true holds in M (since s is a 
primitive sort) and thus I(~(a))=true holds also in B (since • is a weak 
homomorphism). Now, by the strong correctness of p wrt. I and O over T, 
O(~(a) )  = true A def p(~(a) )  
holds in B. This implies 
O(a)  = true ^  def p(a) 
in M and (because of M ___ M +) also in M +. Hence 
Vsx: I (x)=true =:> O(x)=true^def p(x) 
holds in M + and therefore p is strongly correct wrt. I and O over T + as well. 
(b) Let T, T', and T" be three specifications such that T" is an algebraic 
implementation f T' and T' is an algebraic implementation f T. To show that T" 
is an algebraic implementation f T we consider any model M "+ of T". Then there 
exists a weak homomorphism ~ from the smallest ,~'-subalgebra M" of M "+ onto 
a model M '+ of T'. Moreover, there exists a weak homomorphism ~ from the 
smallest ~;-subalgebra M'  of M '+ onto a model M of T. Let M + be the smallest 
,~-subalgebra of M "+. M + is contained in M" and (as is easily verified) the restriction 
• [~÷ is a weak ,~-homomorphism from M + onto M'. Hence (~o~)IM+ is a weak 
,~-homomorphism from M ÷ onto M. [] 
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As stated above, our notion of implementation is more liberal than most other 
notions found in the literature. This naturally raises the question: "Is it liberal 
enough to cover the intuitive idea of implementation?" The following proposition 
demonstrates that this is indeed the case, if we accept he concept of observability 
as being fundamental. 
Definition 6. Consider a hierarchic type T. 
(a) We say that the primitive equality in T is bool-observable if for all primitive 
ground terms t, t' we have 
T~t=t '  <=~ for all contexts KeW(Z;x )  of sort 
{true, false} 
T~ K[ t /x ]=b <=~ T~ K[t ' /x]=b. 
bool and all be  
(b) We say that the definedness in T is booi-observable if for all ground terms t 
we have 
T~def  t <=> there is a context K e W(,S; x) of sort bool and a 
b e {true, false} with T~ K[t /x]  = b. 
(c) T is called simple if all its non-primitive axioms are of the form 
n 
A [de fp i^p i= qi] ~ C 
i=1  
where Pi, qi are terms of primitive sort and C has the form t = t', def t, or -adef t 
for terms t, t'. 
Proposition 4. Let Tbe a simple and suJ~ciently complete hierarchic type. I f  the primitive 
equality and the definedness in Tare booi-observable., then every strongly and partiaUy 
correct implementation T + of T is an algebraic implementation. 
Proof." Let T + be a strongly and partially correct implementation f T. 
Since T is simple and sufficiently complete, according to [20, 21] it has a fully 
abstract, weakly terminal model Z. Now we show that for every model A + of T + 
there exists a ,S-subalgebra A such that there is a weak ,~-homomorphism from A 
to Z e Gen (T). 
We use the fact that there is a weak homomorphism • from A e Gen(T) to 
Be Gen(T) iff for all terms t, B~def  t entails A~def  t and for all terms t, t' with 
T~def  t ^  deft ' ,  B~ t # t' entails A~ t # t'. 
Therefore we have to show: If two terms t, t' are defined and distinct in Z, they 
are defined and distinct in all models A + of T + (and thus also in the reducts A). 
Moreover we have to show that, if the interpretation of a term is defined in T, it is 
also defined in T +. 
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The equality between defined ground terms t, t' of T of nonprimitive sort is 
characterized in Z as follows: 
Z ~ t = t' ¢:~ for all contexts K ~ W(Z; x) of primitive sort 
TNK[ t /x ]=K[ t ' /x ] .  
Since the primitive equality in T is bool-observable, this is equivalent to 
Z~ t = t' ¢::, for all contexts Ke W(Z; x) of sort beol 
and b e {true, false} 
T#K[ t /x ]=b ¢~ T#K[ t ' /x ]=b.  
Thus, if Z # t # t', then there exist Ko and bo such that (w.l.o.g.) 
T~ Ko[ t/x] = boa Ko[ t'/x] # bo. 
Then the programs 
Po: Fvarlmoly:= Ko[t/x]; yJ and p~: Fvarbooly:= Ko[t'/x]; yJ 
are strongly correct over T wrt. I(y)=-true and 
O(y) - y equiv bo and O'(y) =- y equiv not bo, 
where equiv is the Boolean equivalence operator, or they are partially correct wrt. 
O and O'. Therefore, in any strongly and partially correct implementation T÷ of 
T we must have 
T+~ Ko[tlx]= boa Ko[t'lx]# bo 
as well, implying that 
T+# t# t'. 
Similarly, since the definedness in T is bool-observable, for a Z-term t whose 
interpretation is defined in T there exists a boolean context K1 such that 
T# Kl[t/x] = bl (with b~ ~ {true, false}). 
Then the program 
pl: Fvar bool y := K~[t/x]; yJ 
is strongly correct over T wrt. I(y) =- true and O(y) - y equiv b~. Thus every strongly 
correct implementation T + of T satisfies T+# K~[t/x] = b~, and, by the strictness 
of K1, it thus also satisfies deft. Therefore the Z-reduct A = A+lz of every model 
A ÷ of T + satisfies 
A~t# t'A fief t 
and there exists a weak homomorphism from A to Z. [] 
Proposition 4essentially says that ira type includes enough predicates (i.e. Boolean 
operations) for talking about properties of programs in assertions, then partial and 
total correctness can only be achieved by algebraic implementations. 
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6. Partial abstract types and error-specifications 
The process of constructing an implementation f an abstract type T in terms of 
a type T' (having the same primitive type) can now be described as follows: 
(1) choose a sort in T' for every nonprimitive sort in T and rename the sorts 
accordingly, 
(2) enrich T' to T ÷ by adding the nonprimitive operations of T and by specifying 
appropriate laws, 
(3) define an appropriate (,$-)congruence r lation on a subset R of W(,~ ÷) such 
that the axioms of T can be verified with respect o this congruence relation. 
This notion of (algebraic) implementation has a particulary important aspect with 
respect to error-handling. Suppose one has initially given a specification with partial 
operations. In the next refinement one would prefer, however, to treat (some of) 
these undefined situations via particular error-messages. This means that well- 
defined, distinguished 'error-objects' are introduced, thus making some of the 
operations 'less partial' (in the extreme case even total). Due to our use of weak 
homomorphisms, the new type (if appropriately specified) still is an algebraic 
implementation. 
Example. The following type implements equences algebraically by giving error 
messages for undefined terms: 
type ERROR-SEQ=sequence, mptysequence, isempty, append, top, rest, 
sequerror, issequerror: 
based on BOOL, NODE, 
sort sequence, 
funct sequence mptysequence, sequerror, 
funct(sequence) bool isempty, issequerror, 
funct(sequence, node) sequence append, 
funct(sequence) node top, 
funct(sequence) sequence rest, 
V(node x, sequence q: issequerror(q) = false): 
isempty( emptysequence ) = true, 
isemp ty (append (q, x)  ) = false, 
top(append ( q, x) ) = x, 
rest ( append (q, x) ) = q, 
def top ( q) ~ isempty ( q) = false, 
rest(empty) = sequerror, 
issequerror ( emptysequence ) = false, 
issequerror( append (q, x ) ) = false, 
issequerror( sequerror ) = true, 
7def isempty ( sequerror ) , 
append (sequerror, x) = sequerror, 
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rest( sequerror ) = sequerror 
end of type 
We have assumed that the types BOOL and NODE do not contain error elements. If
we had assumed types BOOL' and NODE' with explicit error elements, the error 
handling of type ERROR-SEQ could have been done in such a way that all functions 
were totally defined (giving at least the defined object 'error' as their result). 
7. Concluding remarks 
In contrast o approaches where concrete models of data types are constructed 
as implementations, algebraic implementations just replace the types on which an 
abstract program is based by others. At first glance such a proceeding seems to be 
useless, because it never leads to a concrete program. If, however, the introduced 
abstract data types specify precisely the behaviour of particular data structures in 
concrete programming languages or even describe concrete hardware structures, 
then a program over these types is both abstract and concrete. So, a class of target 
data types (for which software/hardware realisations are available) should be given, 
and the types of an abstract program should be replaced stepwise by algebraic 
implementations until it is only based on the given target ypes. 
The notion of algebraic implementation aschosen in the preceding section was 
designed very carefully with respect o such a software development process: The 
stepwise replacement of abstract ypes by implementations must not destroy the 
correctness of a program with respect to its original specification. It can be extended 
in a straightforward way to parameterized types (cf. [16]). 
What seems remarkable to us are the advantages of partially defined functions 
when studying implementations: functions added in enrichments need only be 
defined for the objects that actually carry the implementation. An artificial totalisa- 
tion of the original functions with all its problems can be completely avoided. An 
adjunction of error elements very well fits in with the notion of weak homo- 
morphisms. 
Of course, the definitions in the preceding sections just give the necessary formal 
notions for algebraic implementations; they do not directly provide a methodology 
how to construct an implementation. Thus, the next consequent s ep will consist in 
developing techniques for enriching a given type in such a way that it is an 
implementation for some given abstract type. 
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